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Hydrogen Peroxide (H2O2) by Dr Charl du Randt ND
The universal desire of most humans is a “quick fix” for the limitations placed on us
by the demanding process called life.
This desire gives the purveyors of instant solutions endless scope for enticing gullible
people into schemes of instant gratification such as :
Instant pain relief, treatments for cancer, political solutions for a country, instant
riches as in casinos and betting shops, massive gains in investment schemes, residual
income schemes, promises of looking better, insurance against calamities, spiritual
deliverance and many more fake promises.
The reality is however that large gains are obtained by dedication and application
over time. Education is an example. That esteemed degree takes 4 years for instance,
no shortcuts available.
Some good things are free but still involve effort, such as :
- Proper breathing
- Exercise
- Grounding by walking bare feet on the ground
- Drinking clean water
- Obtaining enough sunlight
Some things are hugely expensive and sometimes useless or harmful such as medical
treatments.
There are scientific discoveries that merit titles miraculous, astounding, liberating
and uplifting.
Technology springs to mind.
Of the healing substances that deserve top position in my esteem are anaesthetics,
iodine, hydrogen, oxygen and hydrogen peroxide.
This summary is aimed at focusing on Hydrogen Peroxide.
The substance was discovered in 1818 by Louis-Jacques Thenard. He was a French
chemist.
Unbeknown to the chemists was that plants and mammals produced their own H2O2.
Since then the enormous value of the substance has become increasingly clear. It
elicited antagonism from the pharmaceutical industry because it was a better,
cheaper and safer medicine than the pharmaceutical chemicals. There is an
orchestrated movement to denigrate H2O2.
In my 30 years of practice it rates as the top medicine in my chest of medicines.

As an inhalant (spray or nebulised) and IV it is a clear winner.
It is the only agent I know of that can perform both as on oxidant AND an antioxidant.
Combined with Vit C, Iodine and zinc it is the ONLY protocol I know of that can
overcome the deadly recently discovered colony forming pathogens (CFP’s). It makes
light work of Corona related pathogenic strains.
At Metabole clinic for Natural Healing we educate and equip patients in the use of
H2O2.
For Scholars and researchers I suggest the the following brilliant and up to date book
:
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